Mundos e Fundos

piece. The tributes continue, now in essence. “El Puro”, made in Havana, was

One of the most prominent seven-string guitarists in Brazil, as well as bassist, ar-

third track is the amazing meeting of two great guitars and a tambourine. “Sau-

ranger and producer, Swami Jr. launches the CD “Mundos e Fundos”, with com-

dade da Bahia”, by Dorival Caymmi, evolves beautifully from the guitars of Swami

positions created during a world tour with the singer Omara Portuondo. Eleven

and Marco Pereira, together with Amoy Ribas’ tambourine.

composed to Swami’s father. In Cuba, "puro" is a loving way to say father. The

tracks of unique inspiration, performed solo, in partnerships and reinterpretations of classics such as “Vibrações”, by Jacob do Bandolim, and “Saudade da

Once again in Havana, Swami, touched by the birth of his daughter in 2003,

Bahia”, by Dorival Caymmi

wrote “Helena”, touchy theme in the artist's solo guitar. The CD continues with
“Abraço”, a partnership of Swami and Chico Pinheiro that consolidates the great

An invitation preceded by a world tour with the great Cuban singer Omara Por-

partnership between two of the most virtuose musicians of the Brazilian today’s

tuondo were the spark and inspiration for Swami Jr. to compose the tracks of

scene. The proof can be taken by the hearing itself of this track. Always travelling

“Mundos e Fundos”, his new album now being released. It was in early 2003, just

around the world, Swami composed “Valsa de Areia” in Istanbul. Another odd

when his daughter Helena was born, that Swami was invited by the producer Alê

and solo moment of the 7-string guitar under his master’s hands. A different

Siqueira to participate in an album of Omara. From there and during the seven

choro follows on the CD, with a contemporary harmony and jazzy phrasing,

years that followed, he went on world tour accompanying the singer as her mu-

according to the author himself. In “Virou Fumaça”, made in Barcelona in 2009,

sical director and guitarist. During the "slow and empty hours in hotel rooms at

Swami counts on the the luxury companies of Milton Mori (mandolin) and

distant and fascinating places", as the author well defines, the compositions

Douglas Alonso (tambourine).

were born and consolidated into a CD by means of the Brazilian Recording
Award for Support of Popular Music, Funarte.

Unusual and intriguing, the guitarist made a nice arrangement for the composition “Cabeleira do Zezé”, by João Roberto Kelly and Roberto Faissal, bringing

The CD opens with a quite inspired homage to one of Swami’s masters, Dino

out some lyricism from the Carnival song. The ninth track, “Tenda”, by Tuco Mar-

Sete Cordas. Unconventional, despite the powerful and harmonious 7-string

condes, emerged after the invitation Swami made to the author himself and to

guitar, remembering the master himself, “Paladino” has touches of percussion

Mario Manga for participating in the album. There are the three of them, at the

and berimbau that leave no doubt as to the contemporary character the of the

7-string guitar, steel-string guitar and cello, respectively. To teachers fondly…
and great vigor! Swami definitely puts Jacob do Bandolim at the altar when
performing “Vibrações”, a piece of the great Brazilian choro’s master. To close
the album, the musician invites another great friend and partner for the track
“Jurupari”, written after reading the book of the same name written by Paulo
Freire, who accompanies Swami and his incredible 7-string guitar, with the viola.
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Biography
Guitarist (7-string guitar), bassist, arranger, composer and producer, Swami Jr. is
today one of the most demanded and active Brazilian musicians, not only accompanying and directing but also producing his own works and from other artists.
In its already long career, he recorded and performed with artists of the most
importance at Brazilian and international music scenes, such as Omara Portuondo (Cuba), Chico César, Elba Ramalho, Lokua Kanza (Congo), Zélia Duncan,
Vanessa da Mata, Elza Soares, Zeca Baleiro, MPB4, Tom Zé, Rita Ribeiro, Luciana
Souza, José Miguel Wisnik, Ná Ozzetti, Danilo Caymmi, Rosa Virginia, Chico

He participated, in 2003, of the album recordings of the great Cuban singer

Pinheiro, Vânia Bastos, Luiz Tatit, Marco Pereira, Marcos Suzano, Moska, Domin-

Omara Portuondo (Buena Vista Social Club) in Havana (Cuba), along with

guinhos among others.

musicians such as Cachaito, Roberto Fonseca, Demeétrio Muniz, Barbarito
Torres and Amadito Valdés. Following the conclusion of this fantastic work,

He released, together with saxophonist Mané Silveira, the CD "Imã" for the

Swami Jr. became Omara’s musical director in the worldwide launching tour by

Núcleo Contemporâneo label (Brazil, 2000).

the end of 2007.

As a composer, had his song (in partnership with Paulo Freire) Bom Dia

In 2003, he took part at the Seven String Project - A Brazilian Guitar, held at Centro

recorded by Zizi Possi in her album Valsa Brasileira (Velas, Brazil, 1994), awarded

Cultural Banco do Brasil (São Paulo - SP), alongside some of the biggest Brazilian

with the important Sharp Trophy for best album of that year; the song Fim de Ano

guitarists like Dino 7 Cordas, Yamandu Costa, Rogério Caetano, among other.

(in partnership with Jose Miguel Wisnik) recorded by Vânia Bastos at her album
Diversões Não Eletrônicas (Velas, Brazil, 1997); and the song Vou na Vida, a

In 2006, he won the best arrangement award at the Festival Cultura (TV Cultura)

partnership with Virgínia Rosa, recorded by her own at the album Batuque

for the song Contabilidade, a composition of Danilo Moraes and Ricardo Tete

(Movie Play, Brazil, 1997).

that also won the music festival. On that same year, he was nominated for the
Tim Award, as the producer (along with Zeca Baleiro and Walter Souza) of the

In 2009, he launched through the French label World Village / Harmonia Mundi

album Ode Descontínua e Remota para Oboé e Flauta – De Ariana para

his solo album of songs, named Outra Praia. This work had Zélia Duncan,

Dionísio, which had the participation of Maria Bethânia, Zélia Duncan, Ângela

Vanessa da Mata, Chico César, Zeca Baleiro, Marcelo Pretto, Luciana Alves and

Maria, Mônica Salmaso, Ná Ozzetti, Rita Ribeiro, Jussara Silveira, Verônica Sabino,

Chico Pinheiro great participations. The CD brings original compositions of

Olívia Byington and Angela Rô Rô.

Swami Jr. alone and in partnership with José Miguel Wisnik, Chico César, Zeca
Baleiro, Chico Pinheiro and Rosa Virgínia. In Brazil, the same album had already

Swami Jr. was nominated to the 2006 Latin Grammy in the category "Sound

been launched released in 2007 counting on Petrobras sponsorship under the

Engineering" (together with Cotô Guarino) for its work on the album De Uns

Federal Law for the Culture Incentive.

Tempos Pra Cá, of the composer Chico César.

Produced, along with Jaime Alem, the album Maria Bethania and Omara Portuondo, recorded in Rio de Janeiro early 2007, for the Biscoito Fino label. Such

Borandá

work was the winner of the 2009 Brazilian Music Award (formerly Tim Award) in

With the strong belief that there are audiences and markets still not reached by

the special projects’ category.

the Brazilian Artistic Music, both in country and abroad, Borandá, a Brazilian
expression that refers to action (vamos embora andar – Let´s get going)

In 2008, he produced, with Ale Siqueira, the album Gracias by Omara Portuondo

establishes a new concept of Brazilian Music production and promotion. The

(World Village / Harmonia Mundi, 2008), awarded the Best Contemporary Tropi-

company is a record label, which will work with its artists on the 360 degree

cal Album at the 2009 edition of the Latin Grammy. The CD was recorded in

concept; booking shows, publishing music, and promoting the direct

Cuba with the participation of Trilok Gurtu, Avishai Cohen, Roberto Fonseca,

connection between artists and fans.

Andrés Coayo, Orlando Cachaito Lopez, Chico Buarque, Jorge Drexler, Pablo
Milanés and Chucho Valdés, and its launch, held in September 2008, was

Counting on the Internet as a key element to promote its work, Borandá believes

followed by a large world tour by the end of 2010.

that, using the virtual world along with live concerts in Brazil and abroad, it will
succeed in taking the magic and diversity of the best Brazilian Music to new

Now in 2011, Swami Jr. has just released his new work: the album Mundos e

audiences and places and accomplish its mission of enabling the Brazilian

Fundos (Borandá, Brazil), produced with funding from the 2010 Funarte Award for

artistic music production, through innovation and strategy.

Music Recording Support. This album, entirely instrumental, consolidates the
guitarist and composer as "one of the most versatile and creative musicians on
today’s musical scene" (Carlos Calado).
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